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Assad Interviewed by Jeremy Bowen on BBC, British Syrians are not Happy 

 

 
BBC released an interview on 10 February 2015 conducted by Jeremy Bowen with Syrian President 
Bashar Al Assad. British Syrians are concerned and disappointed with this interview, which allowed 
Assad to perpetuate his lies and propaganda through a means that would be viewed internationally. 
 
The interview was released at a time when Western leaders are starting to hint that Assad could become a 
potential ally in the global fight on terrorism. However, Rethink Rebuild Society's Advocacy and Policy 
Coordinator Yasmine Nahlawi states: 'They are forgetting that Assad is responsible for creating the worst 
humanitarian crisis since World War II. This is a man who is interested in perpetuating, not combating, 
terrorism.' 
 
British Syrians say that this interview was no different from Assad's previous interviews, in which he 
stuck to denying long established facts and lying about his army's engagement in violations of 
international humanitarian law. He vehemently denied, for example, that his army used barrel bombs, 
although his army was employing this very weapon on the Eastern Ghouta province perhaps as he was 
speaking, and had been continuously shelling this province for the past week leading to over 100 
casualties. 
 
British Syrians also flatly reject Assad's allegations that he has the support of the people, claiming that the 
people's support is the only way that he could have held on to power until now. We declare loudly that 
Assad has long lost his legitimacy and the support of the vast majority of the Syrian people. The reason 
that he is still in power is because of the support of Russia, Iran, and Hezbollah (Hezbollah Secretary-
General Nasrallah clearly stated in June 2014 that if it wasn't for his group's support, ISIS would have 
reached Beirut by then). The Syrian people continue to strive for freedom and dignity and to be rid of the 
corrupt and brutal regime that has been systematically destroying Syria. 
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Rethink Rebuild Society, Syrian Association of Yorkshire, Syrian Parliamentary Affairs Group and 
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